Third Biennial Sociology Research Working Day
Saturday, April 13, 2013
The Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities (IASH Room), Library Tower 1st Fl.

9:00 – 9:30
Breakfast

9:30 – 10:30
Olivia Santoro - No Queer Left Behind? : Modern LGBTQ Movements and the Deconstruction of Queer Criminality

Tyler Groskinsky - Pit Bulls and Prejudice: The Criminalization of the Poor and their Dogs

10:45 – 12:15
Brendan McQuade - Information and Communications Technologies in Historical Capitalism

Toivo Asheeke - Unpacking the Revolutionary Tradition of the Black International: Imagining a Global Africa through Amilcar Cabral

Kai Yang – Spatial Architectonics in Henri Lefebvre's *The Production of Space*

12:15 – 1:00
Lunch

1:00 – 2:00
Anders Bjornberg - Rohingya Territoriality in Bangladesh: Humanitarian Crisis and National Disordering

Samantha Fox - Resilience in the Highlands of Guatemala: Transforming Community through Struggles against Gold Mining

2:15 – 3:15
Jakob Feinig - Monetary Deskilling in the United States, 1896 to 1981